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The Cult
Positioned as a professional product, the
DEWALT brand was not mainstream or very
broad in its product offerings until the early
1990s, when the US power-tool industry
was in stagnation and experiencing
increased competition. The company decid-
ed to relaunch its brand and bring all the
skills of industrial design, engineering and
marketing to bear in the initiative.

The now ubiquitous yellow-and-black color scheme
was devised along with exacting trade dress and design
signature elements. The combination of these components
created a powerfully distinctive look for the company’s
products, reinforcing the GUARANTEED TOUGH® tag line
and taking the DEWALT name to a viral level within the
power-tool world.

What do I mean by viral? Ask the hundreds of fans loyal
enough to have permanent tattoos of the DEWALT logo on
their body or shaved into their hair. Or even the parents who
named their first son after their beloved yellow brand. Just a
guy thing, you ask? Hardly. Take the Whitakers, a Michigan

couple who patterned their entire outdoor
wedding around the brand. The entire wed-
ding party and 50 guests gathered wearing
DEWALT’s trademark yellow-and-black T-
shirts, and the exchange—of power tools as
well as rings—took place on a makeshift
alter built entirely with—you guessed it—
DEWALT tools. And of course they cut the
yellow-and-black wedding cake with a cord-
less DEWALT reciprocating saw.

There are some keys to managing a heritage brand.
Applicability of the root message and purposeful manage-
ment of the brand experience are both vital. When dis-
cussing brands in general, it is imperative that the con-
sumers can readily understand a brand’s position and
promise. With heritage brands, it is critical that the
inevitable evolution of the products still maintains a direct
tie to the character and promise of the original offerings.
In our case, this meant a GUARANTEED TOUGH product,
rich with credible innovation designed to make the job of the
trade professional faster and easier.
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T
he DEWALT power-tool brand has a long and storied evolution. Geared toward the professional

from its founding in 1924 by Raymond E. DeWalt, the brand has seen meteoric rise in the last

decade. In 1998, a judge in a trademark protection suit declared its yellow-and-black color

scheme to have “attained the same recognition as the McDonald’s golden arches in the eyes of the con-

sumer.” In 2004, Fortune magazine named DEWALT one of the year’s top-10 breakaway brands along with

other such notables as Google and iPod. Although managing a worldwide brand in any business, let alone

a Fortune 500 company, is not an easy task, a strong design culture is a key to success. 

GUARANTEED TOUGH®

FUELED BY THE POWER OF DESIGN
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takes nurturing, management and reinforcement. This
reinforcement occurs at every level in the organization with
unwavering support from the top down. 

The Consistency 
Branding, design and design signatures are taught at
DEWALT right from the start. Don’t believe me? Ask any yel-
low shirt in any of our design centers globally what a
lozenge is. Nothing pleases me more than hearing our
upper management describe things in design terms. Every
step in our product development process has a design
component or someone looking after the design ramifica-
tions. From end-user data collection through performance
criteria selection, regional testing and final production
approval, design is considered, scrutinized and used as a
success metric. It is never an afterthought. Design matters,
even in an industry where form traditionally follows function.

Although DEWALT has been around since 1924, it was
not until the confluence of all the pertinent branches of the
business that the brand hit its stride. Embracing design as
a tool and an offensive strategy was the key enabler of the
overwhelming viral contagiousness of our brand. The
design is distinct and product performance is outstanding,
its toughness legendary. This purposeful, design-rich com-
bination has not only satisfied millions of power-tool users,
tradesmen, employees and shareholders worldwide, but
apparently a few tattoo parlors and a wedding planner as
well. Never underestimate the power of a design culture. n

The Culture
One of the most valuable assets of the DEWALT brand,
which is not on the books and does not get reported in the
annual report, is its culture—not just a culture of success
but one with an understanding of what it takes to be suc-
cessful. Like a flock of migrating birds or a school of deep-
sea fish, the individual teams and departments pull togeth-
er and move as one toward a common goal, shifting direc-
tion as necessary but always as a group and never inde-
pendent of the greater goal. 

Design permeates the highest levels of the organiza-
tion. From the president to the interns, everyone knows
what it means to wear a yellow shirt here. The business not
only respects and embraces design as a competitive tool
but also as a brand statement. The consistency in
ergonomics, aesthetic and brand commitment is as impor-
tant as the performance of the tool. You build world-class
brands on trust, reputation and intimate knowledge of your
end user. Our brand promise rests on the foundation of
making the customer’s job easier, faster and more produc-
tive, reinforced with the powerful design language cus-
tomers have come to expect. 

With respect to the balance of power overseeing
design, we operate in a manner unusual to many compa-
nies I’ve studied. Design is not driven as an autonomous
dictatorial entity or, conversely, relegated to a backroom
support service employed only after all other decisions have
been made. The three major functions of our business—
marketing, engineering and industrial design—operate
much like the three branches of our government. No one
branch wields all the power; rather our three branches
come together to drive larger decisions and a common
direction as equals. This does not mean we make core
design decisions as a committee. That would be disastrous.
Instead, we digest all strategies as a whole, contribute col-
lectively with our unique perspectives and offer proposals
for leveraging our respective resources to meet the com-
mercial challenges. The occasional veto no doubt stings but
usually plays out to be the right business call. 

As simple as this formula appears, it is by no means
easy. Just as successful sports teams often excel through
teamwork and the gravity of the collective whole, the oppo-
site can apply to fractured organizations. Success begets
success. Sustained success takes culture. And culture
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